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4.1 Introduction
In the last year, several significant advances have
been made. These include:
•

The demonstration of a room-temperature bipolar
quantum cascade laser;

•

The development of a quantum noise theory for
cascade lasers;

•

The fabrication of high-speed InP ridgewaveguide lasers;

•

The demonstration of record low timing jitter in a
gain-switched microcavity laser;

•

The demonstration of RF signal gain in a directly
modulated fiber transmission system, and

•

The demonstration of high resolution current contrast microscopy.

This research spans the fields of condensed-matter
physics, optical physics, micro- and optoelectronics,
materials science, and microwave systems.

4.2 Magnetic Force Microscopy of
Mesoscopic Systems
Sponsor
National Science Foundation
Project Staff
Mathew C. Abraham, Professor Rajeev J. Ram

There exists a substantial expertise in making
extremely precise point-to-point current and potential
difference measurements, however, at present there
is no technique available to image the flow of currents in devices. Below we report on a preliminary
investigation into using a magnetic force microscope
(MFM) as a tool to render current contrast images.
An MFM measures the interaction between an oscillating micro-magnetic cantilever and a sample producing a magnetic field. If the cantilever is oscillated
at its resonant frequency, then the phase shift in the
tip vibration is given by

∆Φ =

Q H 2H
(m ⋅ ∇ H)
k

where Q is the quality factor; k the spring constant of
the cantilever; m is the magnetic dipole moment of
the tip; and H the magnetic field produced by the
sample.
The cantilever phase response for a scan taken at a
height of 520 nm over a 2 micron-wide 400 nm-high
aluminum wire carrying 50 mA of current is shown in
Figure 1. The magnetization m of the tip was perpendicular to the sample, and the scan was taken perpendicular to the wire, resulting in the antisymmetric
signal. Also, the wire was buried under 70 nm of
insulating PMMA and a 120 nm layer of aluminum. A
clear signal was obtained even at a scan height of
2000 nm. These results clearly demonstrate the noninvasive nature of the current measurement technique. This raises the prospect of applications such
as current leakage detection in integrated circuits.
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ple is shown in Figure 2b. The larger phase response
over the center strip of wire as compared to the limbs
of the junction clearly indicates the relative strength
of the currents present in various parts of the structure.

Figure 1. Phase response of a magnetically sensitive
cantilever as it is scanned across a current carrying wire.

Figure 2a and Figure 2b show the topographical and
the phase response images, respectively, of an aluminum wire “X” junction carrying current. The wire
width is 2 micron and its height is 400 nm. There are
two streams of 25 mA current which flow in through
the bottom two limbs, merge in the center, and then
split again and flow out through the upper two limbs.
The phase response of an oscillating magnetic cantilever scanned at a height of 220 nm above the sam-

Figure 2.

1

The spatial resolution of MFM imaging is easily less
than 50 nm, as is demonstrated in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. Figure 3a is the topographical image and Figure 3b the phase response image of 57 nm-wide,
110 nm-high single magnetic domain Ni posts.1 Also,
theoretical calculations show that the sensitivity to
current is inversely proportional to the width of the
wire. Thus it seems reasonable to expect that one
would be able to image microampere resolution currents flowing in nanoscale devices. So far, the MFM
images have all been taken with the magnetization of
the tip oriented perpendicular to the sample. Therefore, the phase response images effectively provide
a measure of the curvature of only the vertical component of the magnetic field. To fully realize current
contrast imaging using an MFM, it will be imperative
that the entire magnetic field produced by current
sources will need to be measured with substantial
accuracy. For this reason, phase response imaging
with the tip magnetization in all three orthogonal
directions is now being actively pursued.

Topographical and current contrast images of an aluminum x-junction.

These Ni magnetic arrays were fabricated by Timothy A. Savas of Professor Henry I. Smith’s group.
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Figure 3.

Topographical and magnetic contrast images of two-dimensional nickel nanomagnetic arrays.

This novel technique of using MFM to perform current contrast microscopy, promises to provide a window into the current paths in mesoscopic devices. In
addition, current contrast imaging provides the impetus for a transition from qualitative to quantitative
analysis of MFM data, which is bound to significantly
affect even the more conventional uses of this form
of microscopy.

4.3 Modeling and Simulation Tools for
Semiconductor Lasers
Sponsors
National Science Foundation/SDSC
U.S. Navy - Office of Naval Research
Project Staff
Farhan Rana, Professor Rajeev J. Ram
The design of high-performance semiconductor
lasers is becoming increasingly complex and subtle
requiring a careful and detailed consideration of the
physical processes involved. Unlike passive semiconductor optical devices, semiconductor lasers
have a rich variety of physics ranging from the microscopic to the macroscopic level. In order to design
semiconductor lasers at the microscopic level, one
needs to know the band structure of strained quantum wells, laser gain, radiative and Auger recombination rates, carrier leakage rates, nonequilibrium
carrier dynamics and carrier heating, etc. At the mac-

roscopic level, one needs to model the optical modes
of the laser cavity, spatial hole burning, optical
losses, temperature distribution inside the laser, thermal lensing, etc. In the case of high modulation
bandwidth semiconductor lasers, careful attention
must also be paid to electrical parasitics and electrical signal propagation at microwave frequencies.
Analytical tools currently available to describe laser
physics have limited scope and accuracy. Design of
novel and high-performance lasers requires efficient
and powerful computer simulation tools. In the last
few years, we have developed a suite of modeling
tools.

4.3.1 Computation of Material Band
Structure and Important Laser
Parameters
We have implemented an efficient finite difference
scheme to solve band structure of stained quantum
wells using an eight band k.p. approach. Band structures and electron and hole wave-functions generated by this program are used to calculate laser gain,
differential gain, radiative and nonradiative carrier
recombination rates, carrier dependent refractive
index, and laser alpha parameter.
Figure 4 shows the effect of material compressive
strain on the differential gain of a 300 µm long
InGaAsP/InP laser emitting at 1.55 µm. Our calculations show that differential gain increases with compressive strain initially but then saturates at values of
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strain around +1.25%. Beyond this value of strain,
differential gain decreases. Since modulation bandwidth of a laser increases as the square root of differential gain, compressive strain of +1.25% is the most
optimal for high-speed laser operation. This is contrary to what is usually assumed that higher value of
strain results in larger differential gain. Our calculations also indicate that larger number of quantum
wells can also significantly increase differential gain.

Figure 5. The effect of p-doping on the gain characteristics of InGaAsP quantum wells.

4.3.2 Laser Temperature Solver

Figure 4. Differential gain of a InGaAsP quantum well
versus the thin film strain.

Figure 5 shows the effect of p-doping in the active
region of an InGaAsP/InP laser operating at 1.55 µm.
The active regions are sometimes p-doped to facilitate hole transport. However, p-doping is known to
cause heavy optical losses (~35 cm-1 per 1018 cm-3
doping) and is therefore usually avoided. Our calculations show that p-doping also causes an increase
in laser gain and differential gain so that with doping
laser performance increases despite the losses.
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Most lasers operating at long wavelengths suffer
from heat generation. Problems related to heat generation include an increase in non-radiative recombination rates (e.g., Auger rates), a decrease in laser
gain and differential gain, thermal lensing, an
increase in material degradation rates, etc. Heat generated inside the active region needs to be removed
efficiently. It is important to design lasers that remain
well within the thermal budget. We have implemented a laser temperature solver using a finite difference scheme. Figure 6 shows the temperature
distribution inside a polyimide planarized laser operating above threshold. The temperature distribution
obtained from this program can be used to calculate
temperature dependent laser parameters (e.g., gain,
differential gain) self-consistently. In addition, this
program can be used with optical mode solvers to
model thermal lensing of the laser mode.
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Figure 6. The temperature distribution for a polyimide
planarized ridge-waveguide.

4.3.3 FDTD Simulator for Oxide Apertured
VCSELS
Optical modes in VCSELS are difficult to compute
analytically. For oxide apertured VCSELS, optical
mode is even harder to compute. No known analytical or numerical method has been shown to provide
an accurate mode description for oxide apertured
VCSELS. Strong scattering from the oxide aperture
and top and bottom DBR mirrors renders most methods based on beam propagation inadequate. One
needs to calculate optical mode of VCSELS to determine optical losses and laser threshold.
We have implemented a finite-difference timedomain scheme (FDTD) to compute optical modes in
oxide apertured VCSELS. Our FDTD scheme
employs PML boundary conditions and is based
upon a novel scalar formulation of electrodynamics in
a quasi-3-D geometry. The scalar formulation with
PML boundary conditions allows computer time and
memory savings by a factor of 3 as compared to a
full vector implementation. Our scalar model breaks
the second order scalar Helmholtz equation into two
first order equations that can be stepped in time. Figure 7 shows the first order mode of an oxide apertured VCSEL calculated using this program.

Figure 7. Finite-difference time-domain simulation of the
optical mode inside an oxide-apertured surface emitting
laser.

In addition to the simulation tools described above
we have also developed a semivectorial optical
mode solver for edge emitting lasers and a program
to calculate Auger recombination rates from first principles in long wavelength lasers.

4.4 Bipolar Quantum Cascade Lasers
Sponsors
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory Rome Laboratory
U.S. Navy - Office of Naval Research
Project Staff
Steven G. Patterson, Professor Rajeev J. Ram, Professor Leslie A. Kolodziejski
The formation of series-coupled diode lasers allows
the creation of high power optical sources and twodimensional laser arrays. These series-coupled
lasers can consist of discrete individual lasers interconnected together during the post-growth fabrication stage or individual lasers integrated together
during the epitaxial growth process. However, interconnecting together discrete lasers suffers from the
effects of parasitic resistances and capacitances. In
bipolar quantum cascade lasers, a low-resistance
tunnel junction is created between two separate
quantum well lasers during the epitaxial growth process to minimize these parasitic effects.
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A schematic of a bipolar quantum cascade laser that
has been fabricated and is currently being characterized at MIT is shown in Figure 8. The laser was
grown by gas source molecular beam epitaxy and
consists of two identical epitaxially integrated lasers.
Each laser is composed of 0.75 µm Si- and Bedoped InGaP cladding layers (nominally latticematched to a GaAs:Si substrate) with a single
In0.2Ga0.8As quantum well residing within the center
of a 0.22 µm GaAs confinement layer. A tunnel junction, consisting of heavily Be- and Si-doped GaAs
layers each 25 nm thick, couples the two epitaxially
integrated lasers. The fully processed lasers are 300
nm thick SiO2 oxide-stripe, gain-guided, Fabry-Perot
devices which were mounted to a heat sink with In
solder.

Figure 9 clearly reveals two distinct thresholds at
1.95 kA/cm2 and 2.18 kA/cm2. A likely explanation for
the abrupt change in the output power at 48 mA is
that the electrical behavior of the p-n-p-n structure
exhibited a thyristor-type effect in which the location
of the voltage drop within the device changed. The
relatively large threshold current is primarily due to
current spreading, as well as the undercutting of the
oxide during processing, resulting in a wider injection
region than the nominal 5 µm width of the device.
Similar, but wider devices without heat sinking, have
typically demonstrated threshold current densities of
approximately 450 A/cm2. The different threshold
current densities of the two epitaxially-integrated
laser junctions are believed to be indicative of the
greater current spreading in the lower laser junction.
Upon reaching the second laser’s threshold, the
slope efficiency abruptly switches from 0.313 W/A to
0.622 W/A per facet, corresponding to a differential
quantum efficiency of 99.3%. These high efficiencies
are characteristic of cascade devices. In addition, the
clear doubling of the slope efficiency as the second
laser diode junction exceeds threshold provides
strong evidence of the successful implementation of
a bipolar cascade laser operating continuous wave at
room temperature.

Figure 8. The layer structure for a bipolar quantum
cascade laser.

A 5 µm wide, 450 µm-long bipolar cascade laser has
been optically and electrically characterized at room
temperature while operating in a continuous wave
mode. From the voltage versus current measurements, the incremental resistance of the cascade
laser is 6 ohms, and the measured voltage drop
across the device is double that of a single laser
junction. The optical spectrum of the bipolar cascade
laser that was biased just beyond the threshold of the
second junction and the laser’s optical output power
versus current, are shown in Figure 9. The data in
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Figure 9. The room-temperature, continuous-wave light
versus injected current for a bipolar quantum cascade
laser. Inset shows the optical spectrum above the second
threshold.
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Figure 10.
structures.

Schematic of an interconnect coupled cascade laser. Insets show scanning electron micrographs of fabricated

Further work will include optimizing the device by
thoroughly characterizing the device and material
properties, increasing the number of active regions in
the stack, including oxidation layers to alleviate current spreading, and investigating the modulation
properties of the device.

proportional to the square of the laser slope efficiency (mW/mA). Thus link gain can be improved by
using laser devices with higher slope efficiency.
However, slope efficiency of semiconductor lasers is
bounded from above by D M/e which corresponds to
a quantum efficiency of 100%.

4.5 Development of Integrated Cascade
Lasers for Analog Optical Links

Semiconductor cascade lasers can exceed the D M/e
limit by recycling electrons and holes so that each
injected carrier produces multiple photons as it
traverses the device. Cascade lasers can therefore
have slope efficiencies much greater than D M/e. An
N-stage cascade laser, in which each carrier is recycled N times, can have a slope efficiency N times that
of a single stage laser. Link gain can therefore be
increased N2 times.

Sponsors
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
MIT Lincoln Laboratory
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory Rome Laboratory
U.S. Navy - Office of Naval Research
Project Staff
Farhan Rana, Michael H. Lim, Professor Rajeev J.
Ram
Local area optical links are becoming increasingly
popular for voice, data, video, digital audio and high
definition video transmission. The high modulation
bandwidth and large dynamic range of semiconductor lasers make them potential candidates for use in
directly modulated optical transmitters. An important
parameter for analog optical links is link gain which is

The simplest approach to implementing a cascade
laser is by connecting several laser diodes in series,
but one must have efficient means to collect light
from all these different devices and couple it into a
single optical fiber. However, use of discrete laser
devices makes the complete device bulky and
increases the electrical parasitics which reduce the
modulation bandwidth. We have developed fabrication technology to make integrated polyimide planarized series cascade devices with low parasitics
and high modulation bandwidth. Our design is shown
in Figure 10. Laser devices are fabricated on semi-
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insulating InP substrate that helps isolate different
devices. These devices have strain compensated
InGaAsP multiple quantum wells that are tailored for
high speed operation. Metal interconnects are made
on thick polyimide films which decrease the capacitance significantly. Our design is scalable and additional cascade stages can be added easily. We
expect these devices to demonstrate high-slope efficiencies while still maintaining high-modulation bandwidths.

4.6 Noise in Semiconductor Cascade
Lasers
Sponsors
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory Rome Laboratory
Project Staff
Farhan Rana, Professor Rajeev J. Ram

Figure 11.

Semiconductor cascade lasers that have slope efficiencies larger than D M/ e are technologically important for radio frequency (RF) analog optical
communication links as link gain can be significantly
increased using multi-stage cascade laser devices
instead of regular laser devices. Series cascade
lasers come in two varieties: (1) series connected
active regions and separate optical cavities, and (2)
series connected active regions with a single optical
cavity. In addition, one can also have a situation
where several lasers are connected in parallel. Different types of cascade lasers are shown in Figure
11.

Noise properties of such laser systems are interesting both from a physics perspective and a technological point of view. Connecting lasers in series or
parallel will cause the noise to become correlated
among different lasers. However, it is not obvious
which configuration is best suited for RF analog optical communication systems. Noise in cascade lasers
used for RF optical links can be expressed via two
different figures of merit–relative intensity noise (RIN)
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The RIN is the ratio
of optical noise spectral density to the square of total
average optical power. The SNR is the ratio of RF
signal power to the optical noise spectral density. We
have calculated the RIN and the SNR for different
types of cascade lasers and the results are shown in
Figure 12. Our calculations indicate that cascade
lasers outperform conventional lasers by a large
margin. We also predict that series cascade laser
sharing a single optical cavity may be the best candidate for RF analog optical communication links.
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Various configurations for cascade lasers.
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increase the intrinsic link gain. Additionally we demonstrate that this technique permits a broadband,
directly modulated link with positive intrinsic gain.
Six commercially available, fiber-coupled diode
lasers were purchased, mounted and electrically isolated from one another on a common metal plate.
The lasers contained an internal, 25 Ω series resistor, which was shorted out for these measurements.
The resulting resistance of each laser was measured
and found to be about 5 Ω. A match to the 50 Ω
source resistance was achieved by terminating the
last laser with a 20 Ω chip resistor to ground. The
fiber outputs of all six lasers were combined in free
space onto a common, large area photodiode, i.e.,
no fiber coupler was used.
Figure 12. The relative intensity noise from various
cascade laser geometries as a function of the number of
active regions.

4.7 Cascade Lasers for Radio
Frequency Communication
Sponsor

The data plotted in Figure 13 show the gain versus
frequency with the number of lasers as the parameter. As predicted the gain increases, i.e. the loss
decreases, as the number of lasers increases.
Transparency, i.e., gi = 1, is reached with five lasers
and positive intrinsic gain is achieved with all six
lasers.

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Project Staff
Dr. Charles H. Cox III, Harold Roussel, Roger
Helkey, Professor Rajeev J. Ram
The radio frequency (RF) gain of a fiberoptic link is
an important parameter because it has been shown
to set a lower limit on the noise figure of the link.
However, to date the limit on diode laser slope efficiency imposed by energy conservation has limited
the intrinsic gain of directly modulated links to be
negative, i.e., to have loss.
A previous attempt to increase the diode laser slope
efficiency was the gain lever laser. However, device
difficulties prevented demonstration of a directly
modulated link with positive intrinsic gain; further the
highly non-linear nature of the gain lever's P versus I
curve would have limited the dynamic range to unusable levels for analog links. More recently the cascade laser has been proposed as a laser with
increased slope efficiency. We report the first link
measurements on a series connection of commercially available, fiber coupled diode lasers. The
results confirm that the series connection of lasers,
which duplicates the cascade laser, does indeed

Figure 13. Measured RF electrical power gain after
signal transmission through a cascade optical link.

The noise figure of the link as a function of the number of lasers was also measured and is listed in
Table 1. It is known that the RIN of multiple lasers is
less than the RIN of an individual laser. Applying this
result to the present case implies that in RIN-dominated links such as these, the noise figure should
decrease as the number of lasers is increased, which
is confirmed by the noise figure data in Table 1. The
basis for this effect is the fact that since the RIN of
each laser is uncorrelated from the others, the combined RIN adds incoherently while the signal adds
coherently.
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Table 3: Measured Link Parameters
# of Lasers

Slope Efficiency (W/A)

Intrinsic Gain (dB)
Measured

Predicted

Noise Figure (dB)

1

0.36

-10.52

-10.52

23.80

2

0.667

-4.98

-5.16

21.23

3

0.980

-1.50

-1.82

19.70

4

1.315

+0.86

+0.73

18.75

5

1.633

+2.46

+2.61

18.48

6

1.892

+3.78

+3.89

17.81

4.8 Multimode VCSEL links for RF
Communication
Sponsor
U.S. Navy - Office of Naval Research
Project Staff
Harry Lee, Professor Rajeev J. Ram
The primary area of application for the 850 nm
VCSEL is for short-haul gigabit ethernet in baseband
digital communication through multimode fiber. However, there is a growing interest in using RF subcarriers to multiplex digital bit streams and also in analog
optical links for RF communication in applications
such as antenna remoting in microcellular networks
or intra-building RF signal distribution. The low cost
and low power supply requirements of vertical cavity
surface emitting lasers make them attractive candidates for these applications that require many optical
links. We investigate the suitability of using VCSELs
for these applications by measuring the spurious free
dynamic range in multimode VCSEL links.
Directly modulated semiconductor lasers all suffer
from the intrinsic nonlinearity that arises because of
the coupling between the carrier density and photon
density through the material gain. This nonlinearity
generates spurious third order intermodulation distortion (IMD3) that can fall within the detection bandwidth. A measure that quantifies the effect of the
laser nonlinearity on the link performance is the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR). The SFDR is
defined as the input power range over which the
modulation signal can be detected above the noise
floor, while spurious IMD3 remains below the noise
floor. The SFDR is measured with a standard two
tone modulation measurement. Contours of constant
dynamic range for a short 27 m multimode link are
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shown in Figure 14. The dotted line highlights the
sharp roll off in dynamic range that is due to resonant
distortion at the relaxation oscillation frequency of the
coupling between the carriers and photons. The curvature of the dotted line results from the gain spectrum detuning from the cavity resonance with device
heating. This reduces the photon density and as a
result reduces the relaxation oscillation frequency.
This effect also produces a peak in the SFDR at an
optimal bias point of 20 mA where the SFDR is 96 dB
(1Hz BW).

Figure 14. Spurious-free dynamic range for 27 meter
multimode fiber links employing surface emitting lasers.

For longer multimode links, modal dispersion dominates the link performance. Figure 15 shows contours of constant SFDR for a long 150 m multimode
link. For this length of fiber, intermodal dispersion
dominates the link performance. The dynamic range
follows the frequency response of the optical fiber–
which depends on how the mode groups are excited
in the fiber–and rolls off from its low frequency value
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of 91 dB (1Hz BW), with nulls at 4 and 8 GHz. The
bias dependence of the fiber frequency response
occurs because with increasing bias, the transverse
mode profile of the VCSEL changes and the mode
groups are excited in such a way to produce the
sharp nulls.

switched pulses is much larger than that of modelocked pulses. However, the geometry of vertical
cavity surface emitting lasers gives rise to characteristics that make it possible to have very low timing jitter.
Timing jitter for a gain switched laser can be modeled
by considering the variance in the time it takes for
one photon to be emitted into a lasing mode as the
laser is switched on. Thus, the timing jitter is
inversely proportional to the rate of change of the
gain and the number of lasing modes. In VCSELs,
the active volume is very small so the carrier density
can be increased very rapidly for a given change in
modulation current. For large area devices with
strong optical confinement, there are many transverse modes that can capture photons. These factors lead to very low timing jitter.

Figure 15. Spurious-free dynamic range for 150 meter
multimode fiber links employing surface emitting lasers.

The dynamic range measured for these devices
meet the requirements of microcellular PCS systems,
which are in the range of 72-83 dB (1Hz BW)2. For
local CATV distribution, a dynamic range of 97 dB
(1 Hz BW) is required for a high quality picture. For
better performance, devices optimized for high-modulation efficiency and low-differential resistance are
necessary.

Timing jitter in VCSELs was measured from the photocurrent RF spectrum by integrating the phase noise
around pulse harmonics. The timing jitter can be
extracted from the slope of a linear fit to the integrated phase noise around the k-th harmonic. Figure
16 shows the linear fits to the integrated phase noise
around the second through fifth harmonics for
increasing peak modulation current. For clarity,
decreasing and increasing jitter are plotted on separate axes.

4.9 Reduced Timing Jitter in Gain
Switched Lasers
Sponsor
U.S. Navy - Office of Naval Research
Project Staff
Harry Lee, Professor Edgard F. Goobar, Professor
Rajeev J. Ram
Optical pulse trains with low timing jitter have uses in
communication and optical sampling applications. A
simple way to generate such pulses is by gain
switching a laser. Typically, the timing jitter for gain

2

Figure 16. The timing jitter of short optical pulses from a
gain-switched microcavity laser. The inset shows the
optical pulse train from the laser.

J.C. Fan, C.L. Lu, and L.G. Kasovsky, “Dynamic Range Requirements for Microcellular Personal Communication Systems Using Analog Fiber-Optic Links,” IEEE Trans on MTT 45(8): 1390-97 (1997).
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Figure 17 shows the measured timing jitter and DC
photocurrent versus peak input modulation current
for a 10 µm square aperture 850 nm VCSEL biased
at 10 mA (Ith = 3.75 mA). As expected, the timing jitter decreases as the modulation current increases
because the rate of change in the carrier density is
increasing. Beyond 23 mA peak input modulation
current, the DC photocurrent begins to roll over
because device heating causes the material gain
spectrum to shift to longer wavelengths and become
detuned from the cavity resonance. This also
reduces the differential gain is and the timing jitter
increases.

Figure 17. The integrated phase noise around the
various harmonics of the pulse repetition rate.
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